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Abstract

Multiple time stepping can be applied to the leapfrog/Strrmer/Verlet integrator so as to effect a variable step size
algorithm. The strategy maintains the symplecticness, time-reversibility, and second-order accuracy of the leapfrog
method. This method can be applied to 2-body central force interactions by partitioning them into distance classes
and smoothly decomposing the potential energy into the sum of potential functions for the respective classes. The
algorithm described here is much more efficient than leapfrog with very small step sizes and more accurate than
leapfrog with larger step sizes. ¢ 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. and IMACS. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The numerical time integration of dynamical Hamiltonian systems of ordinary differential equations
(ODEs) is of considerable importance in areas of scientific research such as molecular dynamics and
astrophysics. The goal is to run long time integrations of large systems in order to gain a better
understanding of physical properties. Symplectic integration methods have been generally accepted as
superior to non-symplectic methods for the integration of Hamiltonian systems [ 16], because symplectic
integrators preserve properties that are intrinsic to Hamiltonian systems, the loss of which is extremely
detrimental to long time integrations.
We are interested in efficient symplectic integration methods for solving the N-body problem in
molecular dynamics. The preferred method has been the leapfrog/Strrmer/Verlet method [22] which
is known to be symplectic, time-reversible, and second-order accurate. The leapfrog method has the
advantages of being both explicit and requiring only a single force evaluation per time step. Computing
the force is the most expensive part of the integration. Considering the electrostatic force interactions
between all pairs of atoms, a direct force evaluation requires computing N ( N - 1)/2 -- O ( N 2)
interactions which becomes prohibitively expensive for large N. The proposed modifications to the
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leapfrog method greatly increase the efficiency of the integrator when directly computing the electrostatic
forces and they can be combined with techniques such as the fast multipole algorithm (FMA) [4].
There has been much interest in the development of symplectic variable step size methods. Analysis
in [18] shows that a fixed step size symplectic integrator will lose its symplecticness, in the traditional
sense, when used with a variable step size. This is consistent with the experimental results of Calvo
and Sanz-Serna [2], although results from Okunbor [14] suggest otherwise for second-order integrators.
McLachlan and Scovel [13] present developing efficient symplectic variable step size methods as an open
problem.
One approach is to use multiple time stepping techniques [19]. The potential energy function is
decomposed with different parts integrated using different step sizes so that the overall method defines
a symplectic transformation. Multiple time stepping was applied to the leapfrog method by Grubmtiller
et al. [5] in order to increase its efficiency. Tuckerman et al. [21] independently proposed the same
method for its reversibility properties and introduced smooth force splittings. Skeel and Biesiadecki [17]
first recognized that this method was in fact symplectic and effectively produces variable step size
integration. Lee et al. [11] discussed this method for astrophysics applications and suggested different
force decompositions. There are other variable step size modifications to the leapfrog method that are
time-reversible but not symplectic [9,10].
Hairer [6] has described a different approach to symplectic variable step size integration, discovered
independently by Reich [15], that works for all one-step methods. The Hamiltonian is transformed so
that applying a constant step size to the new Hamiltonian solves the original system with variable step
sizes. When this method is applied to separable Hamiltonians, the transformed Hamiltonian is no longer
separable and instead requires implicit solution techniques. Unlike the method in [17], Hairer's method
does not use multiple time stepping and seems to be of limited utility to applications such as molecular
dynamics, in which the wide range of time scales present makes it more natural to integrate different
interactions using different step sizes.
In this paper, we present the algorithmic details for the multiple time stepping approach. The
straightforward implementation of the algorithm as described in [17] fails to achieve the efficiencies
expected of a variable step size algorithm. Here, we present two devices for achieving the expected
efficiencies:
(1) Tables are utilized to evaluate a weighted sum of partial forces for a single interaction at a cost
comparable to the direct evaluation of that interaction so that using force partitioning does not
incur additional cost.
(2) Particle speeds are monitored to avoid most redundant distance calculations associated with partial
forces that are zero.
Consider the special separable Hamiltonian for an N-particle system in 3D

n(q, p ) = ½pTM-Jp + V(q),

(1)

where

V (q) = ~ Vii (llqj - qi II)

(2)

i<j

is the total potential energy, M is the diagonal mass matrix (with each mass replicated 3 times), and
q, p ~ R 3N are respectively the positions and momenta with 3N degrees of freedom. We use qi, Pi and
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refer to the position, momentum, and mass of the ith particle, respectively. The first term on the
right of (1) is the kinetic energy. The system of first-order ODEs associated with (1) is
mi

to

[t = M ~p,

p = f(q),

(3)

where the force is f ( q ) = - V V ( q ) .
The leapfrog/StSrmer/Verlet method [22] integrates the system (3) from time nh to time (n + 1)h.
Starting the step with values qn, pn and f ~ = f ( q ' ) obtained from the previous step, we compute

pn+l/2

pn + ½hf " ,

=

(4)

q"+J = q" + h M - l p ~+1/2,

(5)

f,,+l = f ( q , + l ) ,

(6)

p.+J = pn+l/~_+ ½hfn+l.

(7)

For a detailed discussion of the conservation properties of the leapfrog method, see [1,20].

2. The variable step size leapfrog method
Multiple time steps can be applied in a manner that effectively gives a variable step size method [17],
preserving the favorable properties of the leapfrog method while reducing the amount of force
computation.
2.1. Definition
We begin by choosing a largest fundamental step size h and a sequence of integer multiples :rk for
k = 0, 1. . . . . ~max such that :r0 = 1 and :rk+t/:rk is an integer greater than 1. An efficient implementation
might use :rk = 2 k. The value /~max may be chosen arbitrarily large but fixed. The potential energy is
partitioned into the sum
~'max

V(q) = ~ v~(q),

(8)

k=0

with corresponding partial forces
ffk] (q) = - V V [kl(q).

(9)

The partitioning is chosen so that the partial forces are stronger (shorter range) as k increases, with each
flkl to be used with step size h/:rk.
Step numbering is used here to count the number of fundamental steps of size h taken. For a given
position vector q in phase space, the value ~ is taken to be large enough so that the force terms
fle+ll = f[e+2] . . . . . f[emax] = 0, and h/:re is taken to be the effective micro-step size for this microstep of the integration. The step number can then be expressed as a = n + m/:re for some integer
0 ~< m < :re. The force to be computed is a weighted sum of partial force functions numbered 0, 1. . . . . g,
f (q; tr, e) = ~
k=O

Wk(Cr) f[k](q),

(10)
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where
wk (o') =

1,
7r~
O,

if Jrkcr is an integer,

(11)

otherwise.

Intuitively, the method uses the leapfrog technique to integrate the force flk] with an effective step size
h/rr,, hence the weights given by (11). A single micro-step of this method, expressed algorithmically to
avoid complicated superscripting, is analogous to the leapfrog method:
p +-- p + ½h f ,

(12)

q +- q + h M - ~ p,

(13)

7"g(

1

cr +-- cr + - - ,

(14)

7r~

(15)
(16)

f +-- f ( q ; cr, e),
p +-- p + l h f .

The method is variable step size with micro-step size h/:re, allowing e to be adjusted during the force
computation. The value of e can be no smaller than the smallest k such that zrkcr is an integer and
must remain large enough so that the highest numbered nonzero partial force is evaluated on the next
micro-step. The integration is symplectic since the overall transformation is equivalent to a multiple time
stepping scheme with smallest step size h/:rem, x [7,8,17]. This scheme is second-order accurate and timereversible [7,8,21], and these properties are maintained if g is adjusted appropriately (see Section 2.3).
2.2. Decomposing the potential energy function

Maintaining symplecticness with multiple time step leapfrog is achieved by splitting the potential
energy function. The potential energy function (2) for any 2-body central force can be decomposed by
partitioning the interactions into distance classes. We demonstrate this idea for the inverse square law, in
which the i j t h potential energy term is
Vgj(q) -

(17)

cij
rij '

where rij
Ilqj - qi II and cij is an appropriate constant. First, we choose a decreasing sequence of
positive cutoff radii
=

rl > r2 > . . . > re ....

(18)

where it is convenient to define r0 ----+ t o and remax+~= 0. One useful approach is to describe the cutoff
radii by a geometric progression in which we choose the outer radius rl, and the progression ratio
0 < p < 1, and define rk = p k - l r l for k = 2 . . . . . emax. The i j t h interaction is assigned to class k if
rk+l ~ rij < rk. Notice that this approach places the stronger force interactions into higher numbered
classes so that they are evaluated more often.
We create an artificial splitting of each potential energy term. For simplicity, let r = rij and c = cij and
define a sequence of splitting functions
~bk(r)=

Tk(r),
V(r),

ifO < r < rk,
ifrk <~r,

(19)
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for k = 1, 2 . . . . . ~max, where Tk(r) is a smoothing of V(r) for small r. To ensure that the functions
Tk(llq9 - - q i ID have bounded second partial derivatives [17], we use the first two terms of the Taylor
series expansion of V ( ~ ) about s = r~,
2 yielding
C

Tk(r) =----rk + ~

C

C'3

"~

I 2

(r2 -- r2) = - ~ (2r~ - 5r )"

(20)

We define the potential class terms from the splitting functions by
vl°](r) = ¢1 (r)
C[3

2

ifO<r

<rl,

(21)

=

c

if rl ~< r,

r'
Vtkl(r) = ¢~+1 (r) -- Ck(r)

(3r~
{Cr- 2- . . , .
=

__1

~r 2 ) - - 5C- - t[3~ r k2+ , - ½r2),

C (3r~
.S~

1/.2)

rk

/k+l
C,

i f 0 < r < rk+l,
if rk+t ~< r < rk,

F

O,

ifrk ~< r,

(22)

for k = 1, 2 . . . . . emax - 1,
W[~max](r ) -=

V(r)

-

¢ema× (r)

C /3 2
=

~rnax

0,

1 2)
~r

C,

if0 < r

< rgmax ,

r

(23)

if r~m,x ~< r,

so that each class term is piecewise defined over its respective class interval with C 1 smoothness at the
join points. Other choices of splitting functions are discussed in [7,8,11,17].
The potential energy function for class k is the sum of class terms taken over all interactions

vikl(q) = ~

Vi~](rij).

(24)

i<j

The ith force component for class k is the sum of the pairwise forces on particle
on particle i due to particle j):

flkl(q)=~
j~i

fij[kl(q),

i (fij[kl (q) is the force

(25)
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if 0

.

f ij (q) = - - V q i

<

rij < rl,

(26)

1

if rj <. rij,

l( (1 1
Cij

fl~l(q) =

l)

3rk+ 1

-Vqivi:l(rij)=I cij r-3i
j

3 (qj-qi),
rk
1
r3)(qj

--qi),

[0,
for k = 1,2 . . . . .

f i j[/~max] ( q ) = - V q ,

if0

rij < rk+~,

<

ifrk+l ~<rij < rk,
if rk <. rij,

~max- 1,

Vi[fmax](rij) =

(27)

{

Cij

r emax
3

(qj

qi),

0,

ifO<rij<re

(28)

......

if rem.x <<.rij.

The test for class membership of an interaction is best done using the square of the distance
2
rk+
1 ~< r 2. < r k2 ,

(29)

which avoids a square root operation which is potentially costly for N large.
2.3. Evaluating the force function

A single force interaction can be evaluated in a time which is independent of the number of classes.
The ijth force is expressed as a sum
f

f i j ( q ; ~r, £) = ~

wg(cr) fl~](q).

(30)

k=0

As seen from (26)-(28), the constants and direction vectors can be factored from the summation. Note,
rij is contained in exactly one of the disjoint subintervals, providing the only remaining term in the
summation with a non-constant value as well as the only square root that needs to be evaluated for this
force interaction. This implies all possible sums of constant terms should be precomputed for efficient
evaluation.
As an example, suppose the interaction is in class k, that is, rk+l ~ rij < rk, and let F be the lowest
numbered class for which zr×~r is an integer. Assume that 0 < Y < k. Evaluating f i j gives
f ij(q; a, g) = cij (q j - qi) [0" 1~
rj+0" (r~

1 (1
+ - -7I'y l'y~+ 1

r~1 ) + . . . + 0 . ( ~
~)

1 (1
+"'+

3
Yt~k- 1 Fk

1 )
3
?'y - 1
1 ) 1
(~.
3+
rk - 1
97fk

1)]
.3
Fk
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= cij (q.j - q , )

=Cij(qi--qi)

I'=k

+

('

:7

~I=Y ro+ 1

~-'kOtky

)

7G]

-'t

2"Eq + I

25

yr;r
(31)

•

Using this approach, all possible additive constants are given by
0,

,)

~1=0 r q ÷ I

Yt'r/+ 1

----73-- q=g r~l+l 7/'11

yr~)q_1

1
try r 3'

if0=g=k,
,

if0=v

3'
Jl'?/r V

<k,

ifO<y<k,

if 0 < ?, = k,

for each k = 0, 1. . . . . gmax. In practice, ~max will be small enough (perhaps ~max < 20) so that the space
required by the ak× table is insignificant.
We need to limit the amount of interaction class testing. In order to keep track of the interactions,
each class k is provided with a list Lk of interaction pairs. We assume that an interaction may move
only to a consecutive class between force evaluations, that is, an interaction may not skip over classes.
This assumption allows us to integrate with a micro-step size h/zre+l based on the highest numbered
nonempty class ~, eliminating most of the redundant computation associated with monitoring interaction
pairs for the partial forces from f(q; cr, ~) that are zero. Given the smallest g > 0 such that rr×~r is an
integer and the highest numbered nonempty class ~, to implement the assumption correctly we must
check class g - 1 for possible interaction transitions and must also monitor transitions into class ~ + 1
using a step size of h/rre+l. The position update (13) and the step number update (14) must be modified
to accommodate this smaller step size. Note, violation of this assumption could ruin the symplecticness
of the integrator, since the forces contributed by the different classes would be evaluated incorrectly. (If
an interaction does skip over a class, probably the cutoff radii are too close together.)
We can validate the assumption on interaction class transitions by monitoring the speed of each
particle. For an interaction to skip a class k, the distance between the two particles must change by
at least rk - rk+l in time h/zrk. This means that the assumption holds if the speed of every particle i is
bounded,
Ilpill <~ 1 (rk - rk+l)
m-~- 2
~
'

(33)

for each k = 1. . . . . £m,x. The smallest such bound can be checked in linear time immediately following
the momentum update (12).
If the speed check (33) ever fails, then we can save symplecticness by using the particle velocities to
predict the next appropriate micro-step size. Suppose the check fails for the ith particle. First, we seek
the smallest s > 1 that makes
IlPill ~< 1 (rk -rk+~
m----~ 2 \
h-~k ]

(34)

26
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for each k = 1 . . . . . ~max + 1 - s, or just choose s = ~max if all these bounds are violated. The value s
is the skip bound, indicating the number of classes away that an interaction involving particle i might
transit after the next position update. The next position update (13) and step number update (14) should
then be performed using the micro-step size h/rce+~ (or the smallest step size h/y/'emax if ~ + s > emax).
The force computation checks up to s classes away for interaction transitions from the lower numbered
classes.
Correct implementation of a single micro-step of the variable step size integration follows:

p~-p+~ Ih f,

(35)

s +-- min {a IlPiII ~ < ~ \

~-

fork=O ..... ema×+l--a

mi

h

q +--q +

}

(36)

,

M-lp,

(37)

~min{f+S,gmax}

1

cr <---cr +

(38)

Y/'min{e+S,(max}

f +-- f(q; or, e, s),
p+--p-t-½hf.

(39)
(40)

Note, s is now a parameter to the force computation. The following algorithm details this computation.

Input: q = (q~ . . . . . q,T)T [position], cr [step number], e [highest class], s [skip bound]
Output: f : ( f ~ . . . . . f ~ ) T [force], e [updated highest class]
[ + o o = r0 > rl > r2 > ..- > rgmax > r(maxq-1 0 are the cutoff radii]
[L0, L1, L2
Lemax are the lists of interaction pairs (i, j ) ]
[L~, L~I , Z ~ , . . . , L'(max are initially empty lists]
y +-- min{k I n'kcr is an integer}
=

. . . . .

f+--0
+-- max{y - s, 0}
for k +-- ~, ~ + 1 . . . . . y - l d o
for each (i, j ) 6 Lk do
remove (i, j ) from Lk
+-- IIq: - q i II2
if/~ < r2+l then
a+--1
while 6 < r~+ l +a do

[check upward transitions from lower classes]

[use the square of the distance]
[move to a higher class]

a+--a+l
end while
i f k + a ~> y then
evaluate (i, j ) in class k + a
end if
insert (i, j ) into L~+ a
else
insert (i, j ) into L~

[update f i and f j]
[(i, j) is not processed again]

[keep in same class]
[(i, j) is not processed again]
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end if
end for
end for
[locate and evaluate higher class interactions]
fork +-v,y + l ..... £do
for each (i, j) ~ Lk do
remove (i, j ) from Lk
[use the square of the distance]
6 Ilqi - qi II2
[move to a higher class]
if ~ < rk+ 1 then
a+--1
2 +a do
while ~ < rk+l
a+-a+l
end while
evaluate (i, j) in class k + a
[update f i and f j]
insert (i, j) into L~+ a
[(i, j) is not processed again]
[move to a lower class]
else if 6 ~> r k2 then
a~-I
2 a do
while ~/> rk_
a+--a+l
end while
if k - a ~> V then
evaluate (i, j ) in class k - a
[update f i and f j]
end if
insert (i, j) into L~_a
[(i, j) is not processed again]
else
[keep in same class]
evaluate (i, j ) in class k
[update f i and f j]
insert (i, j) into L~
[(i, j) is not processed again]
end if
end for
end for
£ ~-- max{max{k I L~ ~ 0}, min{k I :rkCr is an integer]}
[adjust £]
for k ~--- (, ( + 1 . . . . . e d o
[save the new interaction lists]
Lk +-- L k
[reset the temporary lists]
end for
!

For efficiency in the first outer for loop of the algorithm, interactions in lower classes are moved
only upward since they might affect the force computation. This means that a lower numbered pair
list might not accurately reflect the interactions contained in its respective class. However, this will not
affect the correctness of the algorithm since an interaction that should be in a higher numbered class
will be placed properly before its evaluation. Since the two outer for loops are very similar, they could be
combined but at the cost of redundant comparisons, so we decided to present the algorithm in its expanded
form. This algorithm is quite efficient for the cases that we most expect. Interactions will change classes
infrequently, so, typically, we bypass all the while loops, and seldom skip over classes, so the first outer
for loop is almost never repeated more than once. An efficient implementation might decide to simply
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use (33) to bound the particle speeds, with a warning message whenever the check fails, and modify the
force computation so that an interaction is never moved by more than one class, which eliminates the
while loops. In the worst case, whenever some particle's speed remains unbounded in the check (33), the
algorithm degenerates to "pure" multiple time stepping with step size h/Zrema× in which every interaction
has to be checked for possible evaluation.

2.4. Possible improvements
Choosing the cutoff radii as a geometric progression with ratio p allows some simplification. The
difference between cutoff radii is now

rk--rk+j =

-- 1 pkrl.

(41)

Since Jrk ~> 2 k, for (33) it is enough to bound the speed of each particle i by

IlPill
m~-.

<~( 1 _ 1"~r l
p

(2p)k.

(42)

] 2h

For ~1 ~< p < 1, the bound is minimized at k = 0, so it would suffice to check
IlPi II ~< ( 1 _ 1~ !-1.
m----~,
p
] 2h

(43)

In determining a suitable p, we can apply the rule suggested in [12] for linear problems, that the
optimal step size is inversely proportional to the square root of the spectral radius of the Hessian of
the potential function. Applying this idea to a single electrostatic interaction, the spectral radius of the
Hessian of Ilqj - qi I1-1 is 4ri~ 3, so we want to vary the step size At so that
4
(At)2 r~. = constant.

(44)

Assuming weights wk (~r) = 1/rrk = 2 -k, we want to choose the cutoff radius rk such that
~

r~ = constant,

(45)

which implies that
rk = c o n s t a n t .

(2-2/3)k-1 = (2-2/3)k-lrl,

(46)

suggesting that the ratio p = 2 -2/3 is optimal.
Assuming an upper bound on the density of particles in the system as well as a bound on their speeds,
the cost of computing the short range interactions is proportional to N r 3 for a fixed cutoff radius r. For
appropriate choices of class weights and cutoff radii, we can show that linear work per fundamental
step h is done in evaluating the short range interactions, independent of the number of classes used. For
instance, choosing weights 1/Jr~ = 2 -k and cutoff radius ratio p = 2 -2/3, the amount of short range force
computation performed in one step will be proportional to
~max

lim ~ y r k N r 3 = 4Nr~ = O(N).
~max--+OOk = l

(47)
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This idea can be extended to develop an efficient linear time and space algorithm for large systems.
Define an outer bounding distance ro = r l / p to use in monitoring long range interaction transitions from
class 0. At the end of every fundamental step, we can use linear time algorithms to evaluate all the
force interactions and reformulate the interaction lists within the bounding distance, for instance, FMA
to compute the force and geometric hashing [3] to reformulate the interaction lists. It would no longer
be necessary to store or check interactions that lie outside of r0 during the micro-steps, so the time and
space used remain linear. A much greater efficiency is achieved over using standard leapfrog with a small
step size and FMA force computation, because the time complexity constant for FMA is very large [4].
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